Winter and Tourism-Ice Hotel
A big winter world for everyone

Image caption: The image shows the Ice hotel from Sweden. Two people sitting confident on a piece of ice.
Founded in 1989, it is reborn in a new guise every winter, in the Swedish village of Jukkasjärvi.
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General overview
Winter is the coldest season of the year, the days are shorter and the nights are longer but that
doesn't stop people from staying active. At the same time, there is a need for people who want
to explore certain tourist seasonal places or just stay, for example, in an ice hotel.
About Ice Hotel:
A world famous hotel and an art exhibition made of ice and snow. The Ice Hotel was Founded in
1989 and it is reborn in a new guise every winter, in the Swedish village of Jukkasjärvi – 200 km
north of the Arctic Circle.
During the winter season, a positive growth for tourism has been noted across the EU. There are
many pull factors during the winter;
●
●
●
●
●

Christmas time
Winter cuisine traditions / winter customs
Winter weather cold / humid / ice / snow
Christmas markets
Winter Sports; alpine skiing, snowboarding, cross-country skiing.

Tourism in Sweden has been growing for many years. Since 1995, the number of nights spent
at hotels, holiday villages and youth hostels has increased by nearly 60 per cent. The number of
nights spent by foreigners has increased by just over 88 per cent during this period, and the
domestic volumes by just over 50 per cent. This trend grew stronger in 2014, and nights spent
by foreigners increased by all of 6.7 per cent.
This topic and activities are created for VET students of the tourism sector.
These exercises focus on winter and tourism, a big complex topic and shows how different
tourism and winter is in different countries of Europe.
The exercise presents three activities in which students and teachers are involved.

Let’s look: what is tourism? - Activity 01
Activity overview
The activity proposes, as a starting point, a video from Youtube from “Mental Floss” account that
shows what people need to know about tourism. The activity shows students how tourism can
differ from country to country and where it is most populated and also, the videos present the
importance of tourism.
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The activity has been designed for VET students of the tourism sector so they know a general
overview of different tourism and how it occurs all over the world. The result of this activity is an
open discussion group.
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Descriptive activity sheet
Stage 1
Description / Instruction
The video shows the history of tourism, its importance and the diversity of it in different countries.
The video presents some data on tourism but it needs to be noted that also some different
elements not so clearly connected to the activity (baggage, supersonic planes, etc.) A note on
this point could be useful
This phase is for the whole class.
Present to your students the following video: Everything You Need to Know about Tourism by
Mental Floss, Youtube.
Entry level Basic
Objectives
Increasing the students knowledge about tourism in different countries of the world.
Increasing the students ability to understand more about tourism.
Key competences
● Communication in the mother tongue;
● Communication in foreign languages;
● Cultural awareness and expression.
Resources
Teachers of the linguistic axis; teacher of the historical and social axis.
Equipment: Internet connection, laptop, video projector.
Duration
30 minutes in total. The video lasts about 8 minutes and a half minutes.
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Stage 2
Description / Instruction
Students should feel open and comfortable talking about tourism. This phase is for the whole
class.
Let the students debate the video that they watched and also let them talk about where (which
country) would they like having a job in tourism. Teachers are welcome to use a different video
more relevant to their local context.
Entry level Intermediate
Objectives
Increasing the students ability to understand more about tourism.
Increasing the students awareness of the cultural aspect of tourism and how tourism is in different
countries.
Key competences
● Communication in the mother tongue;
● Communication in foreign languages;
● Social and civic competences;
● Cultural awareness and expression.
Resources
Teachers of the tourism and social axis.
Duration
90 minutes in total.
Notes

Discussion Questions:
1. What are the key words from the video watched?
2. What do you think is important to know about tourism?
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3. Would you like having a job in winter tourism? If yes, in what country and what winter
tourism area?
4. Do you think winter tourism makes the world better in economic/financial way?
5. Which country do you think has the fastest growing tourism?
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Be a receptionist - Activity 02
Activity overview
This activity starts with the students researching Winter and Tourism. The Ice Hotel has been
used as a suggestion in this case.
The activity will then move into a role play based on the information students have collected. The
students should start by being in pairs of two and practice how they would be a receptionist in an
Ice hotel during a few challenging scenarios specific to their new found role in the Ice Hotel!
The activity helps students practice their skills if they would want to have a job in the tourism area
in an unfamiliar setting. It's important they are aware of cultural norms and traditions while
respecting the wishes and needs of incoming guests. Also, this activity develops their
communication and problem solving skills while at the same time interacting with other people.
The activity has been designed for VET students of tourism and economic sector.
The Ice Hotel was Founded in 1989 and it is reborn in a new guise every winter, in the Swedish
village of Jukkasjärvi – 200 km north of the Arctic Circle. The Torne River, the arts, and creating
a setting for life-enriching moments are at the heart of it all. In 2016 they launched a whole new
ice experience to be enjoyed alongside their classic ICE HOTEL experience. ICEHOTEL 365 is
a permanent structure that will include luxury suites, each with private relax and bathroom, and
art suites, all sculptured by selected artists. As well as a large ice bar that serves champagne,
and an ice gallery. This ice experience can be visited year-round and is cooled by solar panels
during the summer months.
The suggested steps of the activity are the following:
1. Ask your students to create pairs
2. Guide your students in acting being a receptionist in an Ice hotel with the help of the
challenging scenarios
3. Encourage them to ask for help and analyse the best possible solution for these problems.
Evaluate and debrief together.
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Descriptive activity sheet
Stage 1
Description / Instruction
Students will research and learn about the Ice Hotel or another tourist attraction.
They should do this in small groups and extract the information their seem useful for;
● Understanding the environment and climate
● Awareness of the clients and possible guests
Research about the Ice Hotel or any other cultural winter tourist attraction.
Entry level Basic
Objectives
Developing students researching skills.
Improving their knowledge about cultural winter tourist attractions.
Improving the ability to work in groups.
Improving group communication.
Key competences
●
●
●
●

Communication in the mother tongue;
Communication in foreign languages;
Digital competence;
Cultural awareness and expression.

Resources
Internet
Duration
30 minutes
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Stage 2
Description / Instruction
This phase is for the whole class.
Together with your students put into practice the roles that you created, being the receptionist
and the clients.
Entry level Intermediate
Objectives
Improving students' ability to understand, express and interpret social tourism skills.
Developing interaction skills.
Key competences
● Communication in the mother tongue;
● Communication in foreign languages;
● Cultural awareness and expression.
Resources
This phase of the activity should be done with the support of a tourism teacher.
Equipment: papers, pens.
Duration
60 minutes

Stage 3
Description / Instruction
The activity requires the collection of the scenes that students created and talking about them
together.
This phase is for the whole class. Students and teachers should evaluate themselves and put
questions to each other on the activity that they did. Trying to understand how the role is and
being good in communication.
Entry level Intermediate
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Objectives
Improving students the ability to interact with others.
Increasing the students ability to collaborate in team.
Increasing the students ability to communicate in a creative oral way.
Key competences
●
●
●
●

Communication in the mother tongue;
Communication in foreign languages;
Social and civic competences;
Cultural awareness and expression.

Resources
This phase of the activity should be done with the support of the linguistic axis teachers.
Equipment: papers and pens.
Duration
60 minutes
Notes
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Play a weekend Getaway: inside the ice hotel - Activity 03
After researching a destination using guided, step-by-step questions, students create a
presentation promoting a weekend getaway. They provide advice, schedule an itinerary, and
capture tourist interest using persuasive language.

Activity overview
The activity represent an oral interact exercise that would help students develop their social skills
and manage how to behave in difficult and different situations with people and also represent a
computer exercise by creating a poster.
The activity was designed for VET students from the tourism sector.
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Descriptive activity sheet
Stage 1
Description / Instruction
Students will use their imagination and create skills for the poster. This phase is for the whole
class.
All the students should make a group and prepare a poster that they’ll use for promoting the
weekend getaway.
Entry level Advanced
Objectives
Developing their computer and creating skills.
Increasing their communication group skills.
Key competences
● Communication in the mother tongue;
● Communication in foreign languages;
● Cultural awareness and expression.
Resources
This phase of the activity should be done with the support of axis linguistic teachers.
Equipment: Laptops and Internet
Duration
The activity take 1 hour.
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Stage 2
Description / Instruction
Students will use their communication skills by going to tourists and presenting their poster.
Include all the students. Each student promote the poster by going to the tourists and giving the
poster.
Describing the poster using a persuasive language and trying to capture the tourist interest.
Entry level Intermediate
Objectives
Developing communication with the others.
Increasing their interaction skills.
Key competences
● Communication in the mother tongue;
● Communication in foreign languages;
● Cultural awareness and expression.
Resources
This phase of activity represent each student going physically to people and giving the poster
that they created.
Duration
The activity takes 1 hour.
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Example

Image caption: An example of the Ice hotel for the Activity 2: “Be a receptionist”.
The photo is Art Suite 365-Oh Deer, designed by Carl Wellander and Ulrika Talhino, from the
Jukkasjärvi, Sweden Ice hotel.
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Image caption: Using this image as an example of Swedish games (activity).
The image represent the Prince Daniel trying innebandy in Jakobsberg. The sport was invented
in 1970 in Gothenburg. The sport is called Floorball (innebandy).

Resources
General overview
1. The link below shows what winter tourism is and also has some other countries
informations about tourism.
https://www.longdom.org/scholarly/winter-tourism-journals-articles-ppts-list-270.html
2. The video about tourism
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ROnrKqWqbP8
3. The link represents a pfd book with detailed history and informations about tourism in
Sweden.
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https://tillvaxtverket.se/download/18.76e25c0c1551556fb105b18/1465379613912/info_0
635.pdf
4. In this link, you’ll see information about the Ice hotel.
https://www.icehotel.com/about-icehotel/

Example
5. The links from where the pictures were taken.
https://www.thelocal.se/20180215/six-unusual-sports-to-try-your-hand-at-in-sweden
6. https://www.icehotel.com/ice-galleries/current-art-exhibition-at-icehotel/
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